
Instructions for the facilitation  

and planning of stop over sites 

 
Introduction 

The Road Institution (Tielaitos) (or today Road Administration, Tiehallinto) has written out the 

instructions how to plan and build stop over sites (rest areas and parking sites). The instructions include 

explanations about the classification of stopover sites, guides concerning environment and traffic 

technical solutions, and guidelines to enhance the services and functionality of roadsides.  

 

The Road Institution has stated goals of enchantment that are i.e. the reduction of the amount but the 

same time the betterment of the quality of stop over sites, advancing the co-operation between 

entrepreneurs, enhancing the quality requirements for the stop over sites, concentration especially 

betterments on the roads where the long term traffic occurs and on another road networks the stop over 

sites will be implemented depending on the needs. The principles of sustainable development must be 

followed in the actualization and maintenance of stop over sites so the key actions are developing of 

environmentally friendly procedures, lengthening of the structures´ life cycle and utilizing the areas, 

structures and accessories that already exist.  

 

The responsibility for implementations has been tried to arrange between The Road Institution, 

municipalities and entrepreneurs.  The Road Institution plans and builds an area, an entrepreneur is 

responsible for the commercial services and cleanness and a municipality is responsible for info boards 

and possible waste management.  

 

Comfortable and functioning stop over site have several features: it is clean, there are good services and a 

beautiful landscape.  

 

Classification 

Stop over sites (Rest areas and parking sites) have been classified depending on their services. There are 

P1, P2 and P3 parking sites (P areas), and rest areas (L-area).  

 

P1 areas have a minimum armament stage in which include a garbage container (installed to the deep 

ground), a canopy, a table and bench arsenal, signs with area´s name and a parking space for vehicles 

(also for heavy traffic). Possible extra armaments are an information board about the nearing region, a 

kiosk/ a cafe´, a dry toilet, lights, relaxing and gymnastic equipment and/or information about the next 

road side services. P1 sites are maintained also in winter times. 

 

P2 and P3 areas have no structures (only a parking place for passenger cars) and they serve only in one 

side of the road. There is a widener (at least 5 metres wide) or a gap line with parking area. There can be a 

kiosk, (if the entrepreneur will respond to waste management and toilets) but it is possible only in 1.5.-3.9 

and if there is a gap lane. P2 parking sites have maintenance also in winter.  

 

Stop over sites (L area) have a parking space for vehicles (also for heavy traffic), a waste container (deep 

in the ground), toilet services (water toilet if there is a water supply in the area, otherwise chemical toilet), 

a table and bench arsenal at a separate sojourn area, a canopy, lights, an info board about the nearing 

region, a kiosk or a café (if the entrepreneur will respond to waste management and toilets), information 

about the next road side services, recording video camera and signs with the name of this area. Beyond 

the minimum armament in the high quality stop over sites can be a telephone, a restaurant, a space reserve 

for the independent sale, a fuel supply point, named area and a waste recycling point. In the possible extra 

armament include an electric point, tourist and road info, shower and resting estates, accommodation 

services and/or relaxing and gymnastic equipment. There is maintenance also in winter at L areas. 

 

It is important to create a goal network of roadside services. It defines which services (based on P1, P2, 

P3, L classification) will be offered to road users and what the distance would be between services. Road 

users, traffic and road´s specific characters (traveling, sightseeings, etc.) are taken into account. The main 



sites are rest areas (L area) and P1 areas and they are backfilled with P2 and P3 areas (depending on 

need).  

 

Phases of the site planning 

When stop over sites are planned there is many different things and phases that should be taken account. 

At the phase of network planning stop over networks should be defined and areas classified (P1, P2, P3, 

L classification). Quality goals have to be set and co-operation possibilities with entrepreneurs should be 

found out. Also it has to define sites that need to be removed. Surveys, visitations, road database, road 

picture material, interviews, etc. are utilized in collecting information about current situation.   

 

Project planning incudes a need report (a necessity of a project, goals and principles), general 

planning (location, functional solutions, effects, etc.), road planning (an area reserve of the stop over 

site, internal arrangements, a co-operation program, principles for the maintenance) and building 

planning (exact building plans, co-operation and maintenance contracts etc.). 

 

 In the phase of building include a quality endorsement, an expert supervision, and checkups with 

possible changes.  

 

The programming phase includes 10 year plan (projects, schedules), action and economy plans, 

economy assessment and programming during the building (supervision, responsibilities).  

 

Localization 

The baseline for the localization of stop over sites and defining their service stage is road users´ need for 

services. Activities on the area, environment and landscape have an effect on the choice of the 

localization.  

 

The goal is to find the most economical place and at the same time take into account 

- traffic safety (intersection can be noticed early, etc.),  

- environment and nature (developing already existing stop over site, minimizing the 

earthmoving, ground and surface water conservation, vegetation, the values of environment 

remain: valuable culture environments, nature conservation areas, sensitive areas, etc.) 

- landscape (different landscape allures to stop, not to the middle of the beautiful landscape)  

- satisfaction of users (refreshing value, comfortable, undisturbed area).  

 

There should be taken into account road users´ different needs: occupation traffic, holiday traffic, 

stopping possibilities (the distance should be 20 kilometres), resting possibility near the harbours, 

terminals and kingdom´s borders (for the heavy traffic), basic services for different people, side activities, 

beautiful landscape, handicapped people, cyclists.  

 

Amiability and sustainability of the environment at stop over sites are important things. Stop over sites 

are meant to offer a refreshing break (with a coffee or a snack) for the road users. Sites shouldn´t be 

localized to the best place but next to it. They shouldn´t make harm to nature, landscape or culture 

environment (protection distance to the valuable nature target is at least 30 metres). Some sites can be 

localized near sensitive areas but it requires a carefully planning (paths, structures that guide people´s 

moving). The bigger is the utilization rate the more it strains environment (sensitive places may not 

sustain that!). Using sustainability of the site has to be found out. Pleasant stop over site has many 

characters: undisturbed, natural wind shelters (vegetation, ground shapes), nodal point of two different 

landscapes, balance between sunny and shady places, beautiful landscape, interesting target is near and 

paths are arranged there, etc.  

 

Roads have to be looked as an entirety. Service supply analysis has to be done for the whole road passage 

over the road districts. Distribution of different traffic forms (heavy traffic, cyclists, holiday traffic etc.) 

has to be found out. At the heavily traffic roads basic services have to be localized to the both sides of the 

road. Stop over sites shouldn´t be localized near the settlement areas or the population centers.  

 

 



Planning 

 

Inner arrangements 

It is important to localize and coordinate different activities to separate areas so that they don´t disturb 

each other. Stop over sites consist often of three different parts: a gap area, parking places and a sojourn 

area with services. Parking sites (P1) don´t have a separate sojourn area but there should be a gap area. 

Stop over sites should be safe, functioning and comfortable. 

 

A gap area (in L areas and P1 areas) protects people from traffic´s noise. Trees, bushes and noise walls 

will enhance the protection effect. The width should be at least 15 metres so that vegetation would have 

good living conditions and areas maintenance would be easy. A stop over site should be seen from the 

road that will diminish vandalism so the gap area shouldn´t be too covering. Also long and rickety trees 

are dangerous: they can fall down to the road. 

 

Parking places should be spacious so that parking would be easy. Space should be reserve also to possible 

extension. To different vehicles (heavy traffic, passenger cars) should be different, marked parking areas.  

Entrance and exit have to be easy.  

 

A sojourn area is meant to be for pedestrians. The size and shape depend on local conditions. The rule of 

thumb is to reserve 200m
2 

for one parking place. Benches, tables with garbage containers, a waste point, 

toilet and other services like a café or a kiosk are at the sojourn area. Walking areas for dogs will decrease 

uncleanness. The ground of sojourn area should be dry and gravid. The waste point and toilets should be 

localized to the edge of the area near parking places, far enough from tables and benches. Waste transport 

has to be able to drive to next to toilets and waste points.  Invalids have to be remembered and moving 

should be easy to every part of the area, especially to toilets. At some places cyclists is an important 

group and parking space for them should be arranged. If there is a special target near the area, guided path 

should be made there.   

 

Traffic technical design 

General principles are that traffic arrangements should be arranged very clear so that it would be safe and 

easy to use stop over and parking sites. For example speed of vehicles should be able to lower to the safe 

stage before turning and  crossroads can´t be built near the crossroads of common roads (guidance would 

became difficult).  

 

It is important to obey crossroad planning instructions for the certain road class. There are different 

principles for crossroads depending on the road, are there stop over sites on the both sides of the road and 

vehicles that are using it. Rest areas and P1 areas are meant also to heavy traffic so crossroad 

arrangements have to be made.  

 

There are different crossroad possibilities: Crossroad A (when there are stop over sites on the both sides 

of the road), crossroad B (Long area, when one-directional crossroads are difficult to arrange), crossroad 

C (area is meant for traffic that turns to both directions) or on exceptional situations crossroad D (area 

that locates quite far away from the road and there is enough space for vehicles with trailer) or E (For one 

direction traffic).  

 

Signing 

There must be clear signs already before the stop over sites. In these pre-signs should have information 

about the services on the site and how far is that site. It is important that people notice stop over sites 

early and can prepare for turning so dangerous sudden braking wouldn´t occur or people wouldn´t just 

drive past these sites.   

 

Road environment planning 

It is important to build stop over and parking sites to target where is possible to preserve already existing 

environment. The area should be developed from its own baselines.  

 



In the road environment plans treatment of ground, preserved vegetation, plantings, coated areas, routes, 

structures, equipment and fitments are pointed out.  

 

Services and armament 

Info points and signs offer travelers information about services at the near region (restaurants, 

accommodation, markets, refreshing possibilities, a waste point etc.). A map from the region/municipal 

and municipal´s services is also good to be there.  The inner information at stop over sites is used only if 

the services couldn´t be seen. There can be also information about cleanness at stop over sites that can 

have a positive impact on people and their attitudes (for example waste recycling, toilet use). Information 

should be in different languages and clear symbols can be used. Symbols should be uniform at the certain 

road parts. Information should be updated regular. 

 

The Road Institution is responsible for the basic armament in Finland. That can include i.e. parking 

places, services at next stop over point, map of the region and service area. Co-operators inform about 

their services and municipalities about travelling services. Road users have to able to know who is 

responsible for certain services (it should be mentioned in signs). The role of stop over sites is also to 

guide people to use services of the near region.  

 

Waste management 

Waste management is co-operation between The Road Institution, municipality and entrepreneurs. Waste 

management serves primarily road users but it also can collect and sort hazardous (problem) and eco 

waste. People´s holiday apartments create problems because some people bring their wastes from the 

cabins to the stop over sites and don´t even sort them.  

 

Garbage containers have to be sized depending on users and emptying density. Garbage containers should 

have been localized near people so that garbage would be thrown to containers and not to the ground. 

Functioning of waste management should be supervised and information about region´s waste 

management given at the stop over sites so that people would find services that aren´t found at these sites 

(hazardous waste, real estate waste).  

 

The Road Institution is responsible for the traveler´s waste (garbage containers, collecting containers, 

ashtrays). Other waste sorting and recycling can be made up with municipal or entrepreneur and they are 

also responsible for that waste management.  

 

Deep garbage containers are recommended, for example Molok (websites also in Russian): 

(http://www.molok.fi/main.php?loc_id=8) 

 

Toilet services 

The Road Institution offers free toilet services according to stop over site class. Toilets should be clean 

and achievable for everyone (also for handicapped people).  

 

Prerequisites for the functioning toilet services are supervising, sustainability (vandalism, weather, etc.), 

different users are taken account, localization (distant but under supervision) and regular maintenance. 

Toilet services function best when there is an entrepreneur who takes care of these services, too. Toilet 

services should be available round a clock.  

 

When toilets are chosen it should take into account amount of visitors, different users and possibilities to 

supervise and maintain them. There are different toilet models on the market (size, look, hardiness). 

 

A sojourn armament and other services 

Other services at stop over sites can be a place for hanging around and snack with tables and benches, 

refreshing possibilities (swimming, nature trails, sightseeings, physical exercise, playing..), parking space 

for cyclists, etc. 

 

Different users should be taken into account (kids, caravans, pensioners, hikers, handicapped people, 

etc.). Caravans need picnic places near their cars and emptying and filling possibilities of their tanks. 

http://www.molok.fi/main.php?loc_id=8


Accommodation, shower and resting services are needed by professional drivers (possible only in high 

quality stop over places!). Playing possibilities are arranged from site´s own baselines (utilizing already 

existing environment).  

 

Ensuring functionality 

 

Quality in building and maintenance 

Sustainability and aesthetic factors are the main things while stop over sites are built and facilitated. Best 

and long-lasting materials tolerate vandalism and are economically the best solution in long run.   

 

Appropriate maintenance should be arranged and fulfillment of that must be supervised. Accountable 

actors are chosen and new, environmentally friendly maintenance methods are developed. Structures´ 

cleaning, fixing and renewal should be also arranged.    

 

Co-operation 

The Road Institute is responsible for the basic services and armaments. But who will maintain these 

structures? It is possible to make a co-operation contract with a municipal or an entrepreneur. 

Municipalities have a good chance to introduce and market themselves and their services.  

 

Services will become more diverse if co-operation with different entrepreneurs would be possible. Then 

the maintenance of good services is also better guaranteed. Different contract models could be developed 

and tried (for example Leasing contract). 

 

Criteria for long-lasting structures 

- High quality, long lasting materials 

- Structures that tolerate vandalism and weather conditions (cold, hot, rain, snow, etc.) 

- Long lasting covers that protect materials 

- Materials that fit in surrounding environment 

- Timeless shape 

 

Criteria for good co-operation 

- Parties have common interests how to arrange services 

- Exact contracts, common, accepted acting strategies 

- Supervision of services and continuous developing 

- Controlled, functional quality systems of both parties 

 

Ecological criteria 

- Utilizing already existing structures and environment 

- Tolerance and long lasting will be taken account into every phase of building 

- Natural materials and renewable materials are used 

- Materials´ nature friendly is ensured and harm for nature is minimized 

- Nature is saved by developing places and structures and designed localization 

 

Possible problems at stop over sites 

- Difficulties keeping sites clean: vandalism, inadequate waste management, untidy toilets (unclear 

deal of responsibility: who is taking care, disregard)  

- Keeping stop over sites as a storage and loading areas of wooden materials 

- Information isn´t updated and they are in bad condition (info boards and maps) 

- Cottagers use waste containers at stop over sites as a household waste point 

- Some crossroads weaken traffic safety (visibility to the road or from the road is weak) 

- Stop over sites that serve both sides of the road: dodge space for left turning traffic lack 

- There are no parking places at some interesting visiting targets (bird lakes, sightseeings, 

memorials, etc.)   

  


